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With the meteorological data over Germany, the authors investigated the ability of climate network to identify drought and heatwave events. Several network metrics were
found to be sensitive to the occurrences of these extreme events. Many droughts and
heatwaves correspond to the variations of atmosphere in regional scale rather than local scale. Climate network can inform the spatio-temporal evolution of the regional climate systems, which might be a promising tool for droughts and heatwaves. This work
could provide useful reference for studying these extreme events with climate network.
However, some necessary information is missing in the manuscript, and some details
should be concerned. To better inform the potential readers, I would suggest a major
revision. Please find my suggestions in the following.
Major comments:
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1. During average years, the distribution of the node degrees is close to the Poisson
distribution, characteristic of random networks, while for extreme years the distribution
is more uniform and heavy tailed. This is interesting. But the manuscript only demonstrates two cases of 2013 and 2018 for drought in Fig. 4, and two cases of 2002 and
2003 for heatwave in Fig. 9. How about the degree distribution curves in other years?
The authors did not mention this in the manuscript. Degree distribution is the essential
metric for network approach, please present the degree distribution curves for other
years in main text or supplementary text.
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2. The choice of the correlation threshold of the time series determines the entries of
the adjacency matrix, and this is crucial for the statistical significance and performance
of climate network. The authors said that they had conducted the sensitivity runs with
respect to correlation threshold. But I would suggest the authors to present more
detailed results about your sensitivity runs in the supplementary text.
For example, please use a certain extreme year to illustrate how the choice of correlation threshold influences the shape of the degree distribution curve, and the value of
edge density. And please illustrate the similar results for a certain average year.
3. On page 5, lines 1-4, the computation of connection criterion for precipitation data
is unusual for climate network links. Please give the citation about this computation
method if there is a referred preceding work. Or please give more explanations why
use such computation method.
4. On page 16, lines 10, the authors declared that all metrics increase significantly
during extreme events, and probability distributions change considerably. However,
there is no significant test mentioned in the manuscript. Please present the statistical
significance test (such as red noise test) in the main text or supplementary text, to
support your conclusions.
5. On page 16, line 3-6, the authors said that 8 of 11 historical summertime heat events
can be identified by RCNs. This was identified by the three metrics: edge density, p90
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and clustering coefficient. How about the degree distribution? If plotting the degree
distribution curves for the 3 missed events, and the 5 false-alarmed events, will they be
close to Poisson distribution or uniform distribution? Please give more information and
discussion about this.
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Minor comments:
1. Please replace the word “resp.” with “and” throughout the manuscript, such as on
page 1, line 3.
2. On page 3, line 13, the authors defined the dry days as daily precipitation sums less
than 1mm/day. Please explain the reason of selecting “1mm/day”, or give the citation
of preceding works using this definition.
3. On page 4, line 12-14, on. The authors mentioned that, during extreme periods,
large scale synchronous behaviour will prevail. For better informing the readers, please
give citations that revealed that extreme events can make the synchronous behavior in
climate system. The following reference might be helpful.
Faranda, D., Messori, G. Yiou, P. Diagnosing concurrent drivers of weather extremes:
application to warm and cold days in North America. Clim Dyn 54, 2187–2201 (2020).
4. In Fig. 1, please give the meaning of the background grey image.
5. In Fig. 2, the image and its curves are blurry, please improve the quality of the
image.
6. In Fig. 3, the labels of horizontal axis are unclear. What are the meanings of
“edgdens” and “cpp”? They might be edge density and clustering coefficient. These
figure labels are not standardized. Please improve them, including the Figs. 6, 7 and
8.
7. In Figs. 4 and 9, please give clear indication of the red and blue curves. Moreover,
the label of horizontal axis can be “Network degree”, the label of vertical axis can be
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“Probability distribution function”. Please improve them.
8. In Figs. 3, 6, 7 and 8, please give the significance level for the correlation, such as
the p-value.
9. Although most of extreme events can be identified by RCNs in this work, the used
Pearson correlation is not the only method to construct climate network. Such as timelagged Pearson correlation, event synchronization method, mutual information method
and causality method, they can be also used to compute the link strength between two
network nodes (see the following references). In the summary part, please mention
these methods, and please discuss why you selected the Pearson correlation. Or at
least mention that these unused methods might be helpful to improve the performance
of RCNs on studying heatwaves and droughts.
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